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1 INT. BREAKFAST TABLE. DAY 1

TITLE: COUGH

HE and SHE, two friends, family members, lovers, it doesn't matter you
decide, sit at the table and eat breakfast

It is a full, proper breakfast. Mini-croissants, Two types of Cereal,
fresh fruit. Examining the Juice jugs we can see Grapefuit juice and
Orange juice. The Orange juice is nearly empty

The hand juicer contains the remains of a freshly squeezed orange. He
pours the freshly squeezed juice into the jar

The frying pan on the hob has six sizzling sausages. Three slices of
bacon has recently been added. The back hob has three eggs, sunny side
up. They are being cooked in little containers so they retain a
roundness of perfection

Butter, not Margerine, but butter is slowly softening in its dish as
it sits on the table. He places the lid back on the butter dish

IMPORTANT NOTE: THROUGHOUT THE DURATION OF THIS FILM NEITHER OF THE
TWO PROTAGONISTS SPEAKS. THEY COUGH. EACH COUGH IN THE CHARACTER
DIALOGUE FIELD SHOULD BE SEEN AS A SPOKEN WORD

She reads a newspaper. Not a cheap paper, nor a Freesheet Metro but a
middleclass compact broadsheet newspaper

SHE
Cough

He looks to the toaster

Two slices of perfectly done toast pop up out of the toaster
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He retrieves them and quickly buttering them slides them onto the
toast dish

SHE
Cough

Moving to the grill, he flips the bacon, removes the eggs

HE
Cough?

SHE
Cough, cough

He removes the warming plates and slides two eggs onto it

HER
Cough

He adds another egg, three of the sausages and the bacon. Placing the
plate in front of her he sits and waits. Slowly she folds the
newspaper. Carefully placing it on the table finally she looks at the
food

Slowly turning the plate around a few time she then begins to eat

Not a word is spoken while she eats. He sits and watches her intently,
every mouthful

Rubbing her throat

SHE
Cough

Jumping he pours some fresh coffee, a little cream, quick stir

She continues eating. Not a word. He watches from fork to mouth

A clean plate

Blowing on the coffee she now she drains it
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HE
Cough?

SHE
(small)

Cough

HE
COUGH!!

SHE
(Nonchalant)

Cough

HE
FuckCough

He storms away, slamming the door as he exits

She settles the newspaper down which has blown a little in the draft

Running her finger along the plate she licks all the last dregs of the
meal from her fingers. Licking her lips she opens the newspaper and
reads

The END


